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***ALL BOOKS COME WITH A TOMBOW FUDENOSUKE HARD TIP BRUSH PEN [retail value

$3.49]*** Ever wanted to learn modern calligraphy lettering but didn't know how to begin? "Modern

Calligraphy: A beginner's guide to pointed pen and brush pen lettering" includes everything you

need to started. This book will cover many of the tools and basics needed to learn pointed pen

calligraphy and brush lettering as well as instructions on how to create your own distinct styles.

What you get in the book: Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Total pages: 114 pages Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Tools for pointed pen and

brush lettering (including a list of my favorite pens, papers, nibs) Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ The basics of upstrokes,

downstrokes, and common shapes Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Lettering guides with 3 ways to write each letter of the

alphabet (includes step by step instructions for each stroke) Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Includes 20+ distinct

examples of how to write each of the capital letters as well as 10+ distinct ways to write each

lowercase letter Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Instructions on how to create your OWN distinct style of lettering by

varying slant, changing spacing, or adding bounce Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Includes extra instructions on how to

create bubble lettering, add shadows to letters, and create flourishes Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ A list of resources on

where to find supplies
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***ALL BOOKS COME WITH A TOMBOW FUDENOSUKE HARD TIP BRUSH PEN [retail value

$3.49]*** Ever wanted to learn modern calligraphy lettering but didn't know how to begin? "Modern

Calligraphy: A beginner's guide to pointed pen and brush pen lettering" includes everything you

need to started. This book will cover many of the tools and basics needed to learn pointed pen

calligraphy and brush lettering as well as instructions on how to create your own distinct styles.



What you get in the book: ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¢ Total pages: 114 pages ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¢ Tools for

pointed pen and brush lettering (including a list of my favorite pens, papers, nibs) ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¢

The basics of upstrokes, downstrokes, and common shapes ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¢ Lettering guides with

3 ways to write each letter of the alphabet (includes step by step instructions for each stroke)

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¢ Includes 20+ distinct examples of how to write each of the capital letters as well

as 10+ distinct ways to write each lowercase letter ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¢ Instructions on how to create

your OWN distinct style of lettering by varying slant, changing spacing, or adding bounce

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¢ Includes extra instructions on how to create bubble lettering, add shadows to

letters, and create flourishes ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¢ A list of resources on where to find supplies

Super happy with this workbook! I've been brush lettering for about 6 months now and was looking

for ways to improve the styling of my letter forms. This workbook presents a VARIETY of ways to

letter the alphabet both lowercase and uppercase, which was exactly what I was looking for! I also

love the fact it is spiralbound and makes it easy to use tracing paper to practice over and over.

There are a few commonly used words at the end which are also helpful in seeing how letters

connect and how a simple change in the entrance and exit strokes can dramatically change the

style of a word. Would highly recommend for those who know the basics of lettering but want to

improve their style.

I LOVE this guide! I've had it for a week and I have already made my dad his Father's Day card! I

bought this with tracing paper and that allows you to practice over and over again. She explains

things as you go, how to write, curve, the different pressures. I also love the tombow pen it comes

with! It allows you to create those thin strict lines that the bigger brush pens do not let you do.

Thanks Leslie!

I am a Islamic calligraphy artist and I have been admiring Leslie's work for a while now. I needed to

enhance my English calligraphy so I bought this book. It's absolutely amazing. So much description.

Easy to understand and implement. Having a few attempts with the tracing paper gave me so much

confidence and satisfaction that I couldn't stop smiling. This book is a must buy!!!!! Totally

recommend it. Thank you Leslie for this amazing guidebook!Amina

I am thrilled with my purchase ! This is an incredible guide for a beginner like me. It was great to get

a clear outline on the what exactly the differences are between cursive script (you would have



learned in school), calligraphy and brush lettering at the beginning of the book. Leslie outlines all the

different pens and papers and which ones to use for different effects. It is so well laid out and love

the bonus of getting a free pen to get started with ! Would make a fantastic gift too !

I have admired Leslie's gorgeous handwritten art on social media for a while, and eventually

decided to purchase her guide to try and write some of my favourite quotes that could be framed.

Her book is excellent, breaking down the basics and guiding you through each step to teach you the

fundamentals before encouraging you to develop your own style and experiment. Highly

recommended for anyone who wants to write beautifully! (Including lefties like me!)

I think she is talented and also knows how to teach the beginner. Very informative and gives a lot of

samples and the spaces to practice. She is giving away a free digital download with additional

alphabet styles and common sayings on her Etsy shop. Very generous of her!!

I've been doing copperplate for a while but have been itching to try modern calligraphy. Leslie's

workbook has been a real handy guide. It's comprehensive and introduces various styles. Glad for

the free tombow fudenosuke too! Those who are using pointed pen, this still works great!

If you're new to calligraphy and are looking for a comprehensive guide book then look no further!

Leslie's book is absolutely amazing!! It explains the basics of lettering, includes explanations of the

different types of supplies you can use and includes many styles of the alphabet. A truly wonderful

guide book!
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